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Dean's Messaege

My “Tharaka Mantra” AIR (Accountability, Integrity and Responsibility) and the 

Golden Triangle with Parents, Students and Teachers on each side is 100 % 

appropriate as far as Parents are concerned.

PTA, PSBB is working round the clock, hand-in-hand with the School/s they 

represent and rise up to any occasion without any hesitation.  Kudos to them !

Without their co-operation nothing would have been possible for the benefit of 

the students and their perfect understanding makes things easy for the school 

management to implement/introduce any worthy project.

Some of the initiatives they have done viz., Teachers Day celebrations, Workshops they arrange for the 

benefit of students at different levels, Annual Carnivals, Class Library (Pre KG to Std.III), Car Pooling, 

Summer Work-shops and Annual Medical camp for the staff etc., to mention a few, are great.

I thank them all for their wonderful co-operation and would like them to continue the same in future for 

the betterment of the student community.

Dean & Director, PSSB Group of Schools
Dr.(Mrs) Y.G.PARTHASARATHY
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Your kids require you most of all to love them for who they are,
not to spend your whole time trying to correct them.”  -  Bill Ayers

A FERTILE ENVIRONMENT FOR A GREAT
PARTNERSHIP

Schools across the world adopt different policies

on how much or how little their interaction should be

with the parents of the children studying in their school.

Typically, in India, owing partly to our heritage of

‘gurukulams’, the involvement of parents in school

activities and the interaction between the school and

parents is generally frowned upon and rarely encouraged.

The line between schools and parents is, literally, drawn

at the school gates.

Similarly, parents also differ in how much time and effort

they are willing to invest in a relationship with the school

that their child attends. Practically, with the hectic

demands imposed on the parents today, it is becoming

increasingly difficult for many to find the time or requisite

enthusiasm and willingness to keep themselves abreast

of even the barest minimum of opportunities provided

by the school to actively maintain this relationship.

PSBB has always found ways to keep the parent involved

in the goings on of the school by opting for a transparent

system of operation, attempting to keep communication

channels varied and open, working in collaboration with

parents and valuing parental input. While being  an

approachable institution ever since its founding in 1958,

over the years PSBB has refined and evolved the scope

for parental involvement, to suit the needs of the current

age.

A quick recap of the various initiatives undertaken by

the school in this regard would help parents gain greater

clarity of what we offer and how they can contribute

from their side:

TRANSPARENT FUNCTIONING: A unique and

significant step taken in this regard by the school is the

annual ‘Observation Day’, when each parent is given the

opportunity to observe a complete school day in their

child’s life. This gives parents a ring side view of the

teaching methodologies used at school, school

infrastructure, the teacher-student interaction and their

own child’s in-school behavior and peer interaction.

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS : PSBB has

established several channels of communication to reach

the parents and to be accessible in turn. The school is

also constantly evolving these channels to encompass

more options.

l School Diary: The school rules, curricular and co-

curricular activities, fees payment dates, school

uniform, guidelines etc. are all given in detail in the

school diary. It also contains student information

pages that allow the school to be aware of details

pertaining to each child. There are also pages for

two-way written communication between the

teacher and the parent as well as leave request slips.

l Website: The school website gives an overview of

the school and provides updates on recent events,

announcements, live webcast of important

proceedings etc.

l Circulars: These are sent out as and when

information pertaining to non- regular or sudden

school happenings need to be disseminated to the

parents.

l Phone Calls: In the event of an emergency, school

teachers or staff may call parents to provide

information.

l Special Meetings: The school calls for special

meetings to update parents regarding issues like cycle

tests (for parents of children starting Std 3), CCE

(for parents of children starting Std 6), general

functioning of the school (for parents of children

starting Pre-KG and those starting Std 9) and so on.

l One-off Programs of Parental Interest: Any

talk or program that is in line with the school’s

ideology, and which the school believes will benefit

the parent and hence the child, is organized for the

parents conveniently at the school premises.

l Monthly Meetings and Open Days : are

opportunities for parents to meet with the teachers

and get updates on their child’s progress regularly.

l Class Parent: A new communication venture

instituted this academic year (2012 – 2013) is the

‘Class Parent’ initiative. Communication and / or

coordination of school activities are further

enhanced by the four ‘Class Parents’ of each class

and section.

l AGM: The PTA AGM is another platform for

conveying information and for clarifying queries.

l Feedback Opportunities: At monthly meetings,

observation days and at the end of each school year,
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Children have never been very good at listening to their elders,
but they have never failed to imitate them.”  -  James Baldwin

Feedback Books and / or Feedback Slips are made

available to the parents to express their views.

l Publications: The school brings out several

publications, intended to share information, through

the school year. These include the School Magazine,

Sportive Strides, PSSB Today - the PTA Newsletter,

PSBB Times, Kaleidoscope, QED and Resonance (the

contributions to the latter four publications are

provided exclusively by the students). In order to go

green, CD versions of some of these are being

brought in. Teacher Talk is a publication brought out

for the teachers, by the teachers.

l Parent-Initiated Direct Interaction: Apart from

the above school-initiated means of communication,

parent-initiated interaction has always been possible.

A Visitor’s Slip and a wait at the Visitor’s Room are

all that it takes to meet a class teacher, a subject

teacher or even the head of the school.

COLLABORATIVE FUNCTIONING: While a

majority of the school happenings are handled in-house,

some are open for collaborative work between the parent

and school. PSBB understands and believes that parental

involvement, interest and guidance go a long way in helping

children get the best out of their school experience. Also,

considering the myriad activities and initiatives of the

school, any requested assistance that is provided to the

teacher will be of immense value in freeing up the

teacher’s time for other vital activities. Some such

opportunities include:

l Making Classroom Charts (for lower classes):

The lower classes do not have a cycle test or CCE

‘timetable’. All lessons are taught and evaluation of

the same is done in the class without test timetables

being sent to the parents. This is to avoid any test /

exam pressure at this age. However, in order for

parents to be kept aware of the topics being handled,

children (and hence their parents) are assigned charts

on certain topics. This is done in regular rotation.

l Helping With Class / School Projects / Events:

Quite apart from CBSE requirements, PSBB has

always believed that children need all-round

development. This comes through exposure to and

experience of various curricular and co-curricular

activities. Hence, PSBB ensures that several projects

and events are organized through the year, notable

among these being the School Anniversary and the

Quadrennial Project. Others include class projects,

fancy dress events, inter-school events, clubs, class

library etc. Parents are sometimes called upon to

work with the teacher and the students in making

the events informative, enjoyable and well-

coordinated.

l PTA: This association, instituted in the early years

of the school, has been another example of the

school’s vision of bringing parents and school

together. The enthusiastic and committed Parents-

Teachers-Association is a pillar of support for many

of the school’s initiatives.

VALUING INPUT: Every noble venture in this world

is a work in progress. This applies to even a 54year old

institution like PSBB and the school has never been shy

of acknowledging this. Hence, input received from any

source – be it a student, a member of the staff, a parent

or an outsider – is usually given due consideration and

acted upon according to the merits of the suggestion and

to the best of the school’s ability. Many changes, major

and minor, have come about in this way at school.

Examples of parental input being the cause of a change at

school include installation of shelves for lunch bags near

the two gates at the T. Nagar school, PTA Class Libraries

for the primary classes, Class Parent initiative and so on.

Maintaining a harmonious relationship with one individual

is difficult; dealing with every member of a family (and

then extended family) is even more so; dealing with almost

15,000 families and trying to maintain an open,

collaborative, transparent and respectful relationship is

mind-boggling! PSBB, however, gives it an admirable try

as they truly look at the PSBB group of schools not as

‘institutions’ but as one big ‘family’ where every person

and every parent (and most importantly, every child)

counts!

It’s time now for every parent to stand up and be counted

as an involved and participative member of this large

family!

Ms. Anitha Nagaswamy

Mother of Pratul Rajagopalan, VI C and

Siddarth Rajagopalan, III C
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A MEMO FROM A CHILD TO PARENTS

“Don’t spoil me. I know quite well that I ought not to

have all I ask for, I’m only testing you.

Don’t be afraid to be firm with me. I prefer it, it makes

me feel secure.

Don’t let me form bad habits. I have to rely on you to

detect them in early stages.

Don’t make feel small. It only makes me behave stupidly

“big”

Don’t correct me in front of people, if you can help it. I’ll

take much more notice if you talk quietly with me in

private.

Don’t make me feel that my mistakes are sins. It upsets

my sense of values.

Don’t protect me from consequences. I need to learn

the painful way sometimes.

Don’t be too upset when I say “ I hate you”. It isn’t you I

hate but your power over me.

Don’t take too much notice of my ailments. Sometimes

they get me attention I don’t need.

Don’t nag. If you do, I shall have to protect myself by

being deaf.

Don’t forget that I cannot explain myself as well as I should

like to.  That’s why I am not always accurate.

Don’t put me off when I ask questions. If you do you’ll

find that I stop asking and seek my information elsewhere.

Don’t be inconsistent. That completely confuses me and

makes me lose faith in you.

Don’t tell me my fears are silly. They are very real for me

and it reassures me a lot if you try to understand.

Don’t ever suggest that you are perfect or infallible. It

gives me too great a shock when I discover that you are

neither.

Don’t ever think that it is beneath your dignity to

apologize to me. An honest apology makes me surprisingly

warm towards you.”

Fwd by the Dean& Director

ATTITUDE!

Parenting in the present day scenario is a great challege

and each one of us does not know if we are treading on

the right path or not, as far as parenting is concerned.

Right from choosing the correct play school to choosing

the perfect electives in secondary school, we parents are

confused if we are doing the right thing, as we want the

best for our children. We want them to fulfill our dreams

and aspirations and can go to any extent to help them

come out in flying colours. I, for one am a confused parent,

not knowing where to draw the line between being strict

and being non-interfering but like all mothers, I want to

be a “cool mom”.

We parents feel that our generation was more focussed

and disciplined; we would follow the instructions of our

parents obediently and were less distracted. Due to the

advancement of technology, especially in our city life, this

generation is exposed to a wide range of things and

develops what some people call “attitude”.

Talking about “attitude” there is one incident I would

like to narrate.

I love accompaying my kids to competitions because I

get the chance to meet many parents from other schools

and get to observe other kids; I might get the chance to

pick up a clue or two which would help me guide my

kids. Once, three of us  mothers accompanied our kids

who were participating as a team at a state level

competition. On registration, we were asked to visit a

museum inside the campus. Obviously, our kids took a

stroll and soon settled down to their I-Pods and mobiles.

Quite opposite to this, some other participants  were

memorising pages and pages of information,  few teachers

were even asking them questions to which the children

were replying earnestly! I could hear a few people

commenting that the “big city kids” from Chennai schools

had an “attitude”  which was questionable. But our kids

were super cool, they were undeterred! They were the

winners in the prelims and went on to the stage round-

the finals. Five Chennai schools were on stage and all of

them were level headed. Our kids did not score many

points in the first few rounds and looked like they were

going to finish  at the bottom of the pack. But the kids

never seemed to be worried and kept their cool

throughout. But we mothers were worried and almost

felt the need to take a BP tablet to lower our blood

pressure! The last few rounds were nerve-wracking but

our kids came out in flying colours; they emerged as the

If you are a parent, open doors to unknown directions to the child so he can explore.
Don’t make him afraid of the unknown,give him support. “  - Osho
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“When a child hits a child, we call it aggression. When a child hits an adult, we call it hostility.
When an adult hits an adult, we call it assault. When an adult hits a child, we call it discipline.” 

- Haim G. Ginott

winners! Even after winning, there were no animated

gestures like we parents felt like doing. There was just a

fist bump and a friendly and triumphant huddle.

I had learnt my lesson- a little attitude is very much

required. Our kids are capable of defending themselves

and all they require is our unconditional support and our

presence there backing them. So from a confused parent,

I turned into a less confused one, a hopeful one. This

generation will do wonders; we just have to wait and

watch…

Meera Mohan

M/O Arvind Mohan, CLASS 11B

& Akshaya Mohan, CLASS 7C

CHILDHOOD DIABETES

Most people consider diabetes a disease of middle and

old age. But it might come as a surprise to most people

that diabetes can affect even children and adolescents!

Traditionally, type 1 diabetes (T1DM) has been thought

of as the common form of diabetes occurring in young

children. Children with T1DM cannot produce insulin and

are dependent on insulin injections in order to remain

alive. The usual symptoms are increased urination, thirst

and hunger as well as weight loss. The exact cause of

T1DM is unknown.There is, as yet, no way of

preventing it.

Nowadays, another form of diabetes namely Type 2

diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is increasing at an alarming rate

in children and adolescents.   Unlike T1DM, children with

T2DM can still produce insulin, but not to the extent

that their bodies need. T2DM has a strong hereditary

component, one or both of the affected child’s parents

usually have the disease themselves. Also, children who

are overweight or obese develop “insulin resistance “,

which means that their bodies need more insulin than

normal. T2DM usually has a silent onset and is often

detected incidentally.   Rarely it may present with severe

symptoms, as occurs in T1DM.

However, the good news is that unlike T1DM, T2DM

can, to a large extent, be prevented.

Steps to Prevent T2DM in Children

l Do not allow children to become overweight or

obese. Children who are already overweight

should be encouraged to lose weight

l Encourage regular physical activity, both in school

as well as outside

l Ensure healthy eating patterns; restrict junk foods

l Children who have strong family history of

diabetes should be tested early for diabetes (eg.

at puberty).

Dr. R. M. Anjana, (M/O of Pranav Ranjan – LKG C)

Consultant Diabetologist

Dr. Mohan’s Diabetes Specialities Centre, Chennai

Counsellor’s Desk

HEALTH- IN- COMPLETE

Is health all about balanced diet and regular exercises?
NO there is a little more than what we believe health is.
World health organization states “Health is a state of
complete physical, mental and social well-being and not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” Physical,
mental and social well being are interconnected and
complement each other.

The emotional well-being of children is just as important
as their physical health and good mental health allows
them to cope positively with challenges and changes in
life.

Eating a balanced diet, adequate sleep, play, time with
family, schooling and taking part in community activities
will cultivate and help develop the finest health in children
and teenagers. Parents/care takers must ensure them with
feeling of love, trust and safety at any given circumstance.

Parents and other care takers must be alert and act
immediately to the cues of children like helplessness,
sudden boredom or withdrawal, aggression, fear,
sleeplessness etc, These indications may not necessarily
denote mental illness but the child must be attended to
with warmth, openness and compassion. It is always
desirable to seek professional guidance and help if the
child’s distress is prolonged.

“All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy”

Outdoor play is the best tool for physical fitness in
children. Play is also a natural way of learning, the best
platform to express ideas and cultivate independent
thinking.  It provides a sense of achievement. An individual
feels valued and cooperates with others and learns new
skills. Besides this, play helps a child feel happy, prevents

boredom and reduces stress.
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There is no such thing as a perfect parent so just be a real one.” - Sue Atkins

I find children of this era having a very different concept

of play. They connect better with gadgets and they play

with animated programmed playmates. It is vital to ensure

at least a minimum of outdoor play on a daily basis, as

playing is an integral part of child development. Overall

health (physical, mental and social) is attainable without

much difficulty.

Wishing you all a very healthy living.

Bhuvanesware. B.G

School Counsellor

PSBB, KKN.

EFFECTIVE STRESS MANAGEMENT

The Medall workshop on Emotion and Stress Management

for teachers conducted on 19.1.13 by Dr.Sabiha and

Ms.Leela was most interesting and enlightening. The

importance   of the need to maintain our emotional

balance by taking charge of our emotions while tackling

stressful situation was highlighted, in order to strengthen

ourselves. We can ensure optimum efficiency at work

by accepting the challenges with a Positive Mental

Framework. Thus, an adaptive response to stress, when

we acknowledge what we go through, identify the source

of stress and tackle them, manage, monitor and learn to

contain our emotions, would lead to better health and

greater success in life.

Mrs. Rani Venu

Faculty Ngm

GURU

Matha, Pitha, Guru, Deivam.

We come into this world from the womb of the mother.

Mother is the symbol of love, unconditional love,  love at

first sight experience as the mother loves the child even

before seeing or even knowing if it is a boy or a girl. She

brings us to this planet called earth to lead a human life.

Father, the person who guides the child’s future, hand

holds beautifully, supports the mother in the upbringing

and jointly introduces the Guru.

Guru meaning, “one who enlightens”,

Guru is a pointer who shows the way,

Guru is the person who adds knowledge,

The Guru is the one who adds skill sets to the individual,

The Guru  shows the way for leading a beautiful life,

The Guru shows the path to happiness,

With the guidance of the Guru, we attain knowledge

However, knowledge without action will be just an

add on.

Hence,   knowledge when put into action will lead to

supreme bliss.

The action performed will lead to bliss, happiness, success,

peace and inner harmony.

The inner harmony will bring down  restlessness, bring

down negative thoughts; increase good health; and we

will live life as a human being and thereby become the

creator’s pride.

The inner harmony can be experienced through

“Meditation, Prayer, Yoga or any activity that one is

passionate about” , To learn meditation, prayer, yoga we

need to be seekers and to seek from the GURU.

The inner harmony that we experience is the “DEIVAM”

“GOD” or godliness that we have to achieve as a human

being.

“Manidhan enbavan deivamagalam” through “GURU”.

Vasanthy Madhavan

M/O RamKumaar. M,  IV C

Lesson of a life time…What children
can teach their parents?

We were posted in Secunderabad in 2008. My husband

being an army officer was keen on teaching us swimming.

It included my two daughters Dhanya (seven yrs) and

Pragya (five years old) and me.

It was our summer vacation and we thoroughly enjoyed

each and every day of our swimming classes. It was to my

utter surprise that my daughters took to water like a fish

and most of all even I was transformed from a dead sinker

to a person who could swim 30m confidently at a plum

age of thirty.

We soon learnt that swimming competitions were being

organised at the club and we enlisted our daughters for

the under five and seven categories. On the day of the

competition it was my husband who was the most excited

amongst us all. When the turn came for Pragya’s event
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There is only one pretty child in the world, and every mother has it.” - Chinese Proverb

he gave her a pep talk to boost up her spirits and knowing

who her fellow competitors were, he was cent per cent

sure that Pragya would come out as the winner; Pragya

being the eldest of them all.

The shot was fired and the tiny tots’ were soon into the

pool with parents and spectators cheering for their

favourites. The entire scene was very vibrant and

energetic with my husband at the hilt, literally running

along the pool cheering for his younger one; as if given a

chance he would jump into the pool and swim on her

behalf. However to his bad luck she finished second. One

could see the disappointment on his face which he

overcame maturely. For my daughter it was as if she has

been through another pleasurable experience.

My husband walked up to Pragya with a towel in hand

and while wiping her dry told Pragya “You could have

done better than that”, to which my daughter replied in

a shivering tone “I used my hands, I used my legs, what else

could I do. Don’t worry dad. It is a fact and we have to accept

it. None the less I still have a place on the podium.”

I could see my husband’s face turn from red to almost

pale. It was the way Pragya had handled the situation that

had stunned him cold. He who was soaring so high seemed

to be grounded the very moment; he was humbled by

the short conversation that transpired between a father

and his daughter.

He then confessed to me that his little one had taught

him a lesson that “It is the effort that counts than the result

itself. Ups and downs are part of life. We need to understand

it and face it sportingly”.

Mrs. Sasi Rekha

Mother of Miss Dhanya 5 D

and Miss Pragya 3 C

Growing up in different family settings

When we think of ‘family’ we think of sacrificing mothers,

fathers carrying family photographs in their wallets, doting

grandparents, indulgent uncles and aunts, boisterous

children and mischievous cousins. But in recent times,

families have evolved into smaller units. Today, apart from

the traditional joint family, the nuclear family has come

into being. Furthermore, a family may comprise a single

mother raising a teenager by herself with or without the

support of her parents.

Individuals have different opinions on what constitutes a

family, for Dr. M.S. Sivakumar, head of Mechanical

Engineering department at a private college a family is a

‘system that provides for the growth of every individual’

however you define a family, the family structure remains

important as it determines a child’s personality and how

he/she interacts with others as an adult.

Full House, Mad House?

In joint families, relatives take turns in raising young ones.

An authoritative figure, usually an autocratic grandfather,

controls the decision-making and finances. Child rearing,

household chores and other responsibilities are shared

by all the members. You may feel that living in a joint

family with so many individuals telling you what to do

will be overwhelming and conflicting at times. But think

of the benefits- you have so many people to interact with,

there is always someone to keep an eye on your child

and you may enjoy the luxury of being taken care of by

an aunt/grandma when you are unwell. Just like every

coin has 2 sides, there are days when living in a joint

family can feel like a mad house or a fun house.

The family is a child’s first school of learning. A joint family

provides many ‘teachers’ for a child in his/her formative

years- a grandmother to narrate stories that impart a

sense of values, an older cousin who teaches social skills,

a grandfather who insists on talking in the child’s mother

tongue (the beginnings of language class) and uncles and

aunts who take the child on outings to explore the world

with them.

According to V. Ramanan (a senior executive vice

president of a healthcare organization), “Adolescents

hailing from a joint family are more familiar with the term

‘we’ rather than ‘I’, which enables them to maintain healthy

social relationships as adults.  They learn to wait till their

turn arrives and have the ability to cope with failure.”

Dr. Sivakumar feels joint families may not always be able

to provide individual attention to children but  it

encourages learning from other’s mistakes, accepting that

failure is a part and parcel of life and facilitates delay in

gratification which is a requisite for developing into a

healthy adult.

Working parents in a joint family are comforted by the

idea that their children are never alone at home, and

that there will be someone to keep their child company

or monitor them when necessary. Some of the guilt that
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“The only corner of the universe that you can be certain of improving is yourself.” - Huxley

working mothers have is assuaged by the fact that there

is a relative at home to ensure that the child is taken care

of and doesn’t feel abandoned or lonely.

“Joint families often have a caring environment which

promotes qualitative interpersonal relationships. Children

going through difficult times will always have the

opportunity to talk to someone in the household who

will give them a patient hearing and offer support and

advice. This minimizes the chances of a child engaging in

inappropriate coping mechanisms such as substance abuse,

truancy, self-harm and other high risk behaviours, thereby

nurturing better emotional health in the child”, says Dr.

Sabiha Sultana, (Senior Consultant & Clinical Psychologist

at Medall Behavioural Health Services)

Children in joint families also believe in conflict resolution

as opposed to estrangement, because in a joint family,

conflicts between parents may be resolves by elders in a

manner that does not affect family dynamics. These

children may later view the family as being a unit that

survives challenges, enabling the creation of a healthy

family in turn.

Sometimes, all’s not fair and there are exceptions to every

case. Children may feel that they always have to wait for

their turn, be it for a ride on the swing or to take a bath.

Also if the child is the youngest, he/she will have older

cousins who are annoying and over protective. Being the

‘baby’ in a joint family has its perks and downsides. While

one can feel absolutely pampered and protected, one can

also feel unfair being the last born because of the hand-

me-downs, having to run errands in the house and not

being given a fair chance to speak one’s mind. Having

many generations in the family can also create a generation

gap which can lead to frequent misunderstandings

between members. If there are too many conflicts,

children may find it difficult to relate to their parents or

grandparents and limit their relationship with them.

‘Branching out’ of the tree

Today, ask any child about family structure and he/she

will probably describe a nuclear family setting, believing

it to be the traditional structure. Many nuclear families

were once a part of joint families which split due to factors

such as marriage and migration to cities in India or abroad,

in search of better opportunities.

In most Indian families, the father plays the role of the

primary breadwinner while the mother is a home maker.

In nuclear families, the relationship between the children

and father is influenced by factors like parenting style,

emotional involvement of the father, communication

between members of the family and so on. In many

households, the father returns home tired after a hard

day’s work and just wants to relax rather than help his

child with homework or play a game. Children, whose

fathers are too busy to spend time with them, miss out

on building a strong relationship with their fathers. In

cases where the father does spend time with his children,

the emotional environment conveys the message that

work and family can co-exist. This lets the child know

that there is not one but two parents to guide and support

him/her. When both parents are involved in the parenting

process, it makes for a better learning and supportive

environment for a child.

Serious career women, inflation and lifestyle changes have

led to the emergence of working parents who work hard

to support a certain standard of living and fuel their

dreams for their children. In such a scenario, the absence

of both parents is felt by the children. The mothers worry

about how to take care of them while they are at work.

For CR Latha, a 35 yr old working mother in a nuclear

family, it became increasingly difficult to ‘sneak out’ to

work and leaver her children behind with a helper.

Sneaking away to work is not a good way to build a

relationship with your child as the child may be mistrustful

and agitated about her parents’ presence in her life. As

adolescents they may be wary of people and that may

prevent them from developing healthy relationships.

Explain to your child why both parents need to work.

This will make him feel that you respect him. A child

raised in a nuclear family will understand the concept of

duty towards one’s family, and will imbibe similar ethics.

In a nuclear family a child may avail lavish pocket money

due to a working parent’s guilt or the lack of authority

figures (such as grandfather or uncle) to regulate these

choices. Such a gesture may instil an understanding that

parental love can be substituted with money, which in

turn can create a ‘materialistic attitude’ in them. Thus an

adolescent may learn to manipulate his parents’ guilt to

get him what he wants. Adolescent from these families

may become self-centred, and that can prevent them from

adjusting to the environment or acquiring health

relationships as adults.
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On the other hand, children in a nuclear family also learn

about responsibilities. Some children become responsible

for their younger siblings, thus creating a stronger bond

with them. They may learn to cook, clean and keep

themselves entertained which can come in handy when

they face the challenge of living alone or adjusting to a

new environment. A nuclear family has its advantages.

One of its biggest advantages is that parents can bring up

their children according to their own values and principles

without ‘interference’ from others. The child knows that

he has to follow his parents’ rules and is not confused by

the opinions of other relatives.

Children can express their individuality without

wondering whether or not family members will approve

of them. Nuclear families also make children more

independent as they are not dependent on grandparents

or aunts to make decisions for them. This independent

streak, nurtured at an early stage, will go a long way in

helping them make decisions later as adults.

On a final note

Families now have become separate entities in itself. Each

parent will bring his/her own childhood experiences into

the realms of parenting, which may influence what kind

of a parent their children turn out to be. It is a vicious

circle. However one cannot turn around from evolution.

Dr. Sivakumar explains “I do not know where we are

heading towards. Trends will keep changing and the impact

will be unchanging, however we should be able to equip

children to handle these eventualities”. We are not here

to judge which family structure and environment is better

or worse, both joint families and nuclear families have

advantages and limitations. What works for one individual

may not be an ideal situation for other. The objective is

to make best use of the current structure and

environment and play on its strengths.

The following tips will guide you to function effectively

and guide your child to thrive in either family structure.

Joint Family:

� Encourage open and honest communication
to minimize generation gap.

� Respect every individual’s personal space
and time.

� Avoid smothering your adolescent and give
him/her enough space to vent and cool down.

� Avoid arguments and conflicts during meal
times, instead allocate a separate time to hold
court where every member will be given an
equal opportunity to address their grievance
and concerns

� Avoid comparison between siblings and
cousins

� Encourage children to take turns during
household chores to enable them to
understand the concepts of duty and fairness

� Provide them opportunities to carry out small
responsibilities in increments which will
enable them to become responsible and self-
sufficient adults in future.

Nuclear Family:
� Spend time with your child and not just

‘quality time’.
� Emphasize on a family meal & discussion

hour everyday which would provide an
opportunity to maintain a conversation.
Encourage your child to approach you for a
chat anytime.

� Do not sweep conflict and tension (especially
between the parents) under the carpet; rather
resolve them in healthy appropriate ways.

� Provide opportunities for the child to meet
with his/her grandparents.

� Provide personal space and time for your
adolescent; however limit their unsupervised
time at home.

� When your child wants you at home, explain
to them the importance of working to earn
their keep.

� Encourage your child to participate in group
activities (such as dance classes or other
hobbies) which will give them opportunity
to interact with other children and remain
under adult supervision.

Article by Leela B and Y.G. Samyuktha (Counsellors & Psychotherapists at Medall Behavioural Health Services).

 Your children need your presence than your presents. - Jesse Jackson
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PTA – PSBBSSS – T.Nagar & Ngm

LIST OF OFFICE BEARERS &
COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR 2011 - 2014

S. No Name Post

1. Mr. P. B. Balaji President

2. Mr. R. Sriram Vice President

3. Mrs. Shyamala Sekar Vice President

4. Mrs. Anitha Nagaswamy Secretary

5. Mr. N. Venkatesan Treasurer

6. Mrs. Vaidehi Madhavan Joint Secretary (Staff)

7. Mrs. Girija Dilip Joint Treasurer (Staff)

8. Mr. D.S. Ramachandra Rao Committee Member

9. Dr. Priya Ramanathan Committee Member

10. Mr. C. S. Sankaran Committee Member

11. Mrs. R. K. Srilakshmi Committee Member

12. Mr. P. Praveen Kumar Committee Member

13. Mr. G. Suresh Committee Member

14. Mr. R. Raja Committee Member

15. Mr. N. R. Govindarajan Committee Member

16. Mr. V. S. Badrinarayanan Committee Member

17. Mrs. Chitra Murali Committee Member

18. Mrs. Vijayalakshmi Rao Committee Member

19. Mr. M. P. Krishnan Committee Member

20. Mrs. Mini Premkumar Committee Member (Staff)

21. Mrs. Vijayalakshmi Raman Committee Member (Staff)

22. Mrs. Durga Chandrasekar Committee Member (Staff)

23. Mrs. Sheela Rajendra Ex Officio Member

24. Dr. (Mrs). YGParthasarathy Ex Officio Member

25. Mrs. Indira Vaidyanathan Ex Officio Member

26. Mrs. Chandra Srinivasan Ex Officio Member

27. Mrs. K. S. Vijayalakshmi Ex Officio Member

PTA – PSBBSSS - KK NAGAR

LIST OF OFFICE BEARERS &
COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR 2011 - 2014

S. No Name Post

1. Mr. S. Krishnakumar President  (Parent)

2. Mrs. R. Shanthisree Vice-President (Parent)

3. Mrs. Lakshmi Mukilan Vice-President (Parent)

4. Mrs. Vijayalakshmi
Mahalingam Vice-President (Staff)

5. Dr. N. Rajeswari Secretary(Parent)

6. Mrs. Geetha Govindarajan Joint Secretary – Staff

7. Mrs. Chandra Srinivasan Treasurer

8. Mr. M. Renganathan Jt. Treasurer(Parent)

9. Mr. U. Saravanan Committee Member

10. Mrs. Suchitra Arravind Committee Member

11. Mr. Mahendra Kumar Jain Committee Member

12. Mrs. Mala Raghavan Committee Member

13. Mrs. Amutha Charu Sheela Committee Member

14. Mr.  Dr.T. Sekar Committee Member

15. Mrs. Shanthi Jeykumar Committee Member

16. Mrs. S. Indhu Committee Member

17. Mrs. Lavanya Rajesh Kumar Committee Member

18. Mr. P. Ganapathi Committee Member

19. Mr.V. E. Nethaji Mariappan Committee Member

20. Mrs. Sujatha Yegna
Narayanan Committee Member

21. Mrs. Dr. Ramya Balaji Committee Member

22. Mrs. S. Madhubala Committee Member

23. Mr. Elangoo K. Committee Member

24. Mrs. Shantha Chandrasekar Teacher Representative

25. Mrs. Sumathi S. Teacher Representative

26. Mrs. Savitha Padmanaban Teacher Representative

27. Mrs. Geetha Maheswar Teacher Representative

28. Mr. Sivaji S. Teacher Representative

Ex-Officio Members:

29. Dr.(Mrs.) Y. G. Partha-
sarathy Dean & Director

30. Mrs. Sheela Rajendra Deputy Dean & Director
& Correspondent

31. Mrs. K. S. Vijayalakshmi Academic Administrator
& Co-ordinator

32. Mrs. Indira Vaidyanathan Principal – K. K. Nagar

33. Mrs. Shyamala Shekar Principal – Nungambakkam

34. Mr. R. S. Sadagopan General Manager

“The best inheritance a parent can give his children is
a few minutes of his time each day.” - O. A. Battista
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Felicitation on Super Annuation

Mrs. Ambujam Varadarajan Mrs. Ramah Vijayaraghavan

30 Years of Service

Mrs. Geetha Govindarajan
Sr. Vice Principal

Mrs. Malathy Santhanam
Vice Principal

Mrs. Anuradha Sridhar Mrs. Thejovathy Venkataraman

25 Years of Service

Mrs. Jaya Venkatesan Mrs. Devika Raman

Mrs. Mallika Jayaraman

20 Years of Service

Parent Teacher Association - KKN

Mrs. Sheela Unnikrishnan Mrs.Geetha Ganesan

Felicitataions to Class - IV STAFF

30 Years of Service

Mrs. Fathima Michael

“The voice of parents is the voice of gods,
for to their children they are heaven’s lieutenants.” - Shakespeare
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25 Years of Service

Mrs. Mallika Mrs. M.Lakshmi Mrs. Martha D.

Mrs. Roothammal

PTA  NGM Felicitates the staff (2012-13)

30 YEARS OF SERVICE

Mr. Krishna Murthy Mrs. Booma.V

Mrs.Sasikala Raju Mr. P. Veeramani

25 YEARS OF SERVICE

Mrs.Shyamala Shekar Mrs. Karpagam Kumar

Mr. Venkataraman Ms. Padmasini

Mrs. R. RajalakshmiMrs. Vijaya

“Lucky parents who have fine children usually have
lucky children who have fine parents.”  - James A. Brewer
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20 YEARS OF SERVICE

Mrs. Sheela Rajendra Mrs. Padmavathy

CLASS IV STAFF

30 YEARS OF SERVICE

Mr. Selvam

25 YEARS OF SERVICE

Mr. P. Sekar Mr. Ramaraj P.G.Ananthsayanam

Mr. T.A. Subramaniamm Mrs. Kumari Mrs. Rasamma Mrs. Mallika

20 YEARS OF SERVICE

Mr. G. Sundaram

Mr. M. Ravi

“The bond that links your true family is not one of blood,
but of respect and joy in each other’s life.” -  Richard Bach 
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Secretary’s Report  – 2012-2013
(Ngm & T.Nagar)

Good morning! A very warm welcome to this august

gathering here today!

PSBB and our PTA strongly believe that, ‘There are

obviously two educations. One to teach us how to make

a living and the other, how to live.’ This we hope to impart

to our children through academics, the various other

programs that they are exposed to at school and our

involvement and responsibility towards family, school and

society.

In keeping with these ideas, we have undertaken the

following initiatives this academic year:

1. Student and community health and well being is a

primary focus of the school and our PTA. In support

of this, our PTA helped arrange, ‘Medical Module of

Meditation Techniques’, by the Agada-Joslin group in

July at our school auditorium free of cost to the entire

community. Renowned psychiatrist Dr. Kumar Babu

offered the program.

2. ‘Shree Gurubyoh Namaha’ is the salutation we offer

our teachers at PSBB. On Teachers’ Day, we honoured

teachers with a ‘Tupperware set’ as a token of our

deep appreciation and respect.

3. In order to teach practical skills and bring about safety

awareness, we arranged for parents to conduct

sessions on Internet Safety for classes 3 and 4 and a

Practical Photography workshop for students in classes

5 to 8 on Teachers’ day.

4. Adults must demonstrate civic awareness and

individual responsibility for children to imbibe the

same. The PTA and the student body joined hands

with the school in contacting the authorities

responsible for fixing the broken pavements, open

drains, electricity conduit boxes and cell phone cable

boxes that are blocking the pavements outside our

school. Our combined efforts have brought initial

success in having the drain on Habibullah Road closed.

5. Continuing with our vision to inculcate the love of

reading in children, our Class Library initiative (for

classes Pre KG - Std 3) continues to be maintained

and is now in its 3rd year. The enthusiasm and

commitment of the parent community and the

encouragement and support of the teachers, heads

and the management have enabled the children to

benefit tremendously from this program.

6. In an effort to reduce pollution and traffic congestion

and to help families with school drop off and pick up,

our PTA launched a Car Pool initiative. Around 125

parents expressed interest in car pooling. Bringing

interested parents together based on common locality

has resulted in the formation of 7 carpool groups.

7. Helping the underprivileged, providing a worthy reason

for families to donate for and to ultimately benefit the

students and the school, our annual garage sale was

held on March 3rd, 2013. All students were requested

to bring items for the sale.

8. Hands on exposure to subjects beyond those covered

by the curriculum and an opportunity to interested

parents to work with children is provided by our

summer camps. We hope to conduct our summer

camp this year for our students. Parent volunteers

are requested to help with their time and assistance

to make it a memorable experience for the students.

9. We propose to conduct a medical camp for the

teachers this year also.

In closing, the PTA would like to acknowledge the

huge contribution made by the teachers. You are truly

on the front line of student development, and without

your efforts and your dedication we could never

succeed.

We would also like to thank the parents here today.

Your willingness to take an active part in your

children’s education and to be closely involved with

their school is an example for all.

Education is, in fact, a debt owed by the present to

the future, and our future can be as promising as we

choose to make it, with the blessings of the Almighty!

Mrs. Anitha Nagaswamy

Secretary

“A man travels the world over in search of what he needs,
and returns home to find it.” - George Moore
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Secretary’s Report  – 2012-2013
(KK  Nagar)

On behalf of the PTA, I extend a warm welcome to you

this morning, to the Annual General Body Meeting. We

would like to congratulate the PSBB Group of schools

for continually promoting excellence  in the field of

education. Like all the previous years, 2012-13 has been

a noteworthy and glorious year. We sincerely hope the

same for the subsequent years too.

PTA takes immense pleasure in congratulating Dr.(Mrs.)

YGP, the Dean and Director, PSBB Group of Schools on

all her successful endeavours. The string of accolades for

our Dean goes on and on. Due to constraint of time, I

mention the latest laurels bestowed on her. Life Time

Achievement Award by MGR University, Chennai on the

occasion of International Woman’s Day(8th March) in

recognition of her contribution in the field of Education.

“Avvaiyar Award” from the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu,

Dr.J.Jayalalitha (given for the first time) on 14th April 2012

in recognition of her exemplary service in the field of

empowerment of women, eradication of communal

barriers, promotion of communal harmony, service in

various disciplines like Art, Culture, Science, Journalism

etc., for the welfare of the society at large. Srinivasa

Ramanujan Academy of Maths Talent conferred on her

the 2012 Life Time Achievement Award for significant

contributions in the field of Education.

The Parent Teacher Association of Padma Seshadri Bala

Bhavan, K.K.Nagar was the catalyst for a flurry of activities

during the Summer Camp that was held between April

16 and 20 at the school campus.  PTA organised an

invigorating Summer Camp for Std. I to V for tapping the

latent potential of young students Mrs.Chandra Srinivasan,

Advisor Academic & Administration, K.K.Nagar and

Treasurer PTA, Mrs.Lakshmi Mukilan, Vice President   co-

ordinated and all the EC members extended their

cooperation and support for the success of   the camp.

The PSBB PTA offered a value added, fun-filled learning

camp.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Children were taught traditional games of Tamilnadu that

were both enjoyable and informative in nature. Puppet /

Story Telling, Cooking, Art Work with waste material

and Miming-The Smile Revolutions were the other

attractive features of the Summer Camp. It was truly an

enriching and enlightening experience indeed!

We inaugurated the newly installed transformer in

K.K.Nagar premises. This is the result of a joint initiative

of PSBB with the PTA, and the support of the TNEB.

This reflects the drive to enhance the infrastructure facility

for enhancing the comfort zone of students.

PTA, PSBB, KK.Nagar successfully conducted

‘NEEROGATHA’, the medical camp for the staff of the

school, for the third consecutive year. 49 Teaching  and

22 non-teaching permanent staff,  above the age of forty

years benefited  from  this camp.  A  team of Doctors

and specialists in various fields, did the medical checkup

for the staff, at the school premises  on the 9th and 16th of

Decemeber 2012. Mrs.Chandra Srinivasan–Treasurer,

Mrs.Lakshmi Mukilan -Vice President and Dr.Rajeswari –

Secretary, made the necessary arrangements for the camp.

Dr.Ramya Balaji, Mrs.Shanti Jeykumar & Mrs.Suchitra

played a pivotal role for the success of the camp.

The PTA is happy to create a Traffic Park for encouraging

children to become aware of Road Safety rules and

regulations. Inauguration  will take place shortly.  The

shelter at the entrance of the KG block is yet another

benevolent venture of the PTA.

As usual, PTA awarded scholarships to deserving students.

PTA also sponsored  prizes for the various Children’s

Day competitions. PTA participated in Blood Donation

Camp on Independence Day and Republic Day

celebrations in school.PTA honour teachers who have

put in 20, 25, 30 years of service. This is a modest gesture

to show appreciation to teachers who do yeoman service

to society by shaping young minds. Teachers who have

reached superannuation were also honoured.  It is

noteworthy to mention the contribution of PTA in various

fields. Setting up of the library in Std.I, II & III was a laudable

attempt to foster the reading habit of young learners at

an early age.

“We never know the love of our parents for us till we have become parents.” - Henry Ward Beecher
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On  behalf of the PTA, I wish to thank Mrs.YGP, our

Dean  and Director, Mrs.Chandra Srinivasan, Advisor

Academics & Administration  and  Treasurer  P.T.A,  Mrs.

Sheela Rajendra, Deputy  Dean  and Director &

Correspondent, Mrs.Indira Vaidyanathan, Principal,

K.K.Nagar,   Mrs. Geetha Govindarajan, Senior Vice

Principal,  Miss.J.Balambal, Nursery Superintendent,

Mrs.Vijayalakshmi Mahalingam, Advisor Primary,  Mrs.K.S.

Vijayalakshmi, Academic and Admn. Coordinator,

Mrs.Shymala Shekar,  Principal Nungambakkam,

Mr.Y.G.Rajendra, Management representative, PSBB

Group of schools and Mr.Sadagopan, General Manager,

for their invaluable cooperation and support in enabling

us to discharge our duties to the best of their ability.

I earnestly solicit the continued cooperation and support

of the members in all activities of the school. We continue

to join hands with the school management to strive

tirelessly to provide Quality Education with a Global

Perspective in the years to come.

With Best Wishes,

Dr. N. Rajeswari

Secretary

Striking the balance- 2013 Style!

Children today possess many excellent qualities. There

are school children that run companies, build robots,

work on conservation efforts, write books, and much

more. They are very aware of the world, and have strong,

well thought out opinions on various matters.

Achievements of high school students today have gone

far, far beyond the ‘Centum in Mathematics’, which was

the gold standard in our generation.

Unfortunately, left on the wayside seems to be discipline.

Today school students come across as being much more

rude, unruly, and disrespectful to their elders. There is

palpable disregard for authority, and a strong streak of

rebelliousness, even before they reach the turbulent

teenage years. This is somewhat of a contrast to how

things were, a couple of decades ago, during the 80s and

90s.

Many of us find it hard to reconcile the fact that the ever

increasing list of successes in various fora; and the strong

push for independence are but two sides of the same

coin. The world is very different today than back in the

days when we donned our uniforms and lined up for

morning prayers in our respective schools.

The plethora of information, available virtually at one’s

fingertips, has been a complete game-changer. The

explosion of electronic media as a means of education

(beyond even the curricular component of our

textbooks), is undeniable. The shops, the roads, even our

homes, are so different now. The India of 2013 bears

only a little resemblance, in fact, to the pre-liberalisation,

‘scarcity mindset’ India of, say, 1987. And it ought to be

in this context that we engage with our children.

The challenges we face, as parents, and teachers of the

21st century, are of course, immense. On the one hand,

we attempt to not completely squash the independence

– exhibited at younger and younger ages; while on the

other, we need to ensure that at least some everyday

routines are respected. Treading the fine line between

alienating them completely and preventing a sense of

entitlement from taking deep root is no mean task!

When we accept the fact that there are many avenues of

excellence open to our children- creative fields far beyond

the traditional routes and paths we took-there is the

possibility of participating in very interesting nation

building. In other words, we keep some of our rules-our

traditional carrots and sticks- modify them when required.

And within this framework allow the children the freedom

to explore wide vistas. In theory at least it sounds possible!

But only time can tell if it’s within the realm of practical

possibility. In the meantime, there is little choice but to

lay the ipad and kindle alongside the prayer books and

Clark’s Tables for Saraswathi Pooja!

Prof. Preeti Aghalayam (IIT Madras)

Mother of Vichar, IV ‘C’.

“The family is the school of duties... founded on love.” - Felix Adler
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A Teacher

A teacher is a sharpener – She sharpens our minds.

A teacher is a ruler-She guides us on a straight path.

A teacher is an eraser-She erases our cowardice.

A teacher is a pencil-She imprints good things in our

minds.

A teacher is a compass-She shows us the way to success.

A teacher is a divider-She divides our time for work and

play.

So she is a pencil box.

Mrs. Suchitra

P/O.  A. Annushrie  IX –F

LIFE SKILLS

Goal Setting: The secret of every successful person in

the world is that of setting a goal at a very young age.

Self Motivational Skills: Motivation and Enthusiasm

will be triggered by certain powerful thoughts and words

which leave a deep impression on children.

Empowering Beliefs: Higher Goals are possible only

with Empowering Beliefs. Children will eliminate negative

attitudes and beliefs which will make them champions.

Time Management: Amidst all activities, the success

of students is determined by how they manage their time

effectively. Proper time management will help them

achieve their goals.

Relationship with parents: Children will have to

understand and build a relationship with parents and listen

and respect them.

Mrs. Shanthi Jeykumar

M/o. J.S.Dhupiga of 2N

How much of our health in adulthood and old age

is determined by our childhood?

Balanced Diet and Regular exercise play a vital

role in old age health.

1. Balanced diet

Diet Rich in Calcium

� Calcium is needed for mineralisation of bones which

takes place during the school going years.

� Achieving a higher peak bone mass through proper

nutrition during adolescence is important for the

prevention of osteoporosis (porous bones), after 50

years.

Diet and Major Ailments

� Obesity and poor nutrition in children are major

contributors to heart disease, cancer, stroke and diabetes.

� Children under 10 years with a high intake of fatty

foods are at high risk of Atherosclerosis (clogged

arteries)

2. Regular Exercise

Vitamin D, which is obtained from sun exposure, is

essential for strong bones. Vitamin D deficiency will result

in bone pain and muscle weakness. Vitamin D also helps

to boost immunity, absorb calcium, control diabetes and

hypertension and also protects against some types of

cancers.

Playing in the sun for 20 minutes everyday is required for

all age groups.

Dr. N. Rajeswari

Aaditya Kamaraja Eye Hospital

M/o. K. Aditya of 9 G &

K. Kaviya of 8 N

What sculpture is to a block of marble, education is to the human soul. - Joseph Addison
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